Two methods based on factor graphs for reconstructing the three-dimensional (3D) shape of an object from a series of two-dimensional images are presented. First, a factor graph model is developed for image segmentation to obtain silhouettes from raw images; the shape-from-silhouette technique is then applied to yield the 3D reconstruction of the object. The second method presented is a direct 3D reconstruction of the object using a factor graph model for the voxels of the reconstruction. While both methods should be applicable to a variety of input data types, they will be developed and demonstrated for a particular application involving the LIDAR imaging of a submerged target. Results from simulations and from real LIDAR data are shown that detail the performance of the methods.
INTRODUCTION
The relatively low cost and complexity of constructing and deploying ocean mines have made their use widespread. As a result, the detection and the classification of such threats are of great interest, and obtaining a threedimensional (3D) shape reconstruction of the target can aid in this process. In the past, such detection has been performed by towed sonars, and algorithms have been developed to perform the subsequent classification of any detected objects. 1 A disadvantage of this method, however, is that the sonar sensor must be submerged. Consequently, the scanning speed is limited to the speed at which such a sensor can be drawn through the water (typically by a helicopter), and the process can be dangerous. Airborne light detection and ranging (LIDAR) systems have recently been developed to overcome this limitation. The LIDAR system emits short laser pulses to illuminate a column of water and any object within the column. The LIDAR instrument along with the sensors for capturing the returns from the pulses, is carried onboard an aircraft, such as a helicopter. Since the entire system is above the water, it can operate at a safe distance from any threats and can scan a larger area than a towed sonar in the same amount of time.
Because the LIDAR returns from the surface of the water would severely degrade the quality of any captured images, a sensor gate is often employed, so that only the light that is reflected off the target and the water beneath the surface is imaged. When the timing gate is set to collect returns from the target, reflection data are obtained. Both intensity and range information can be gathered in this mode. The general problem of target recognition based on LIDAR range data has been explored in previous work, 2 as have tomographic techniques for 3D reconstructions from LIDAR intensity data. 3 Here we focus on a different class of data. If the sensor timing gate is set so that only the light that reflects off the water past the target is imaged, it is as if the target were backlit. Hence the shadow of the target is imaged. Only intensity data are available in this case. The nature of these images suggests the use of shape-from-silhouette (SFS) or related techniques from computer imaging for the 3D reconstruction of the target shape.
The SFS method for reconstructing the 3D shape of a target uses a series of silhouettes and their known camera positions. The shape of an object is a binary set of 3D volumetric data in which each volume element (voxel) is an indicator function for the presence of the object in 3D space; a silhouette of an object is a binary twodimensional (2D) image in which each pixel value indicates the presence (or the absence) of the object along the line of sight from the viewing position to the object. Given a silhouette and the location from which the silhouette was taken, the object is constrained to lie entirely within a properly oriented right cylinder with the cross section of the shadow region of the silhouette. Note that the choice of a right cylinder is based on the parallel ray assumption. If this assumption is not valid, one would have to consider a more complex geometry. Now, for each image, there exists a similar cylinder, and if the cylinders are all consistent, then the object must lie entirely within their intersection. The SFS process determines this intersection and for this reason is also known as silhouette or volume intersection.
The SFS technique has been studied since at least the early 1980s. 4 Laurentini explored the accuracy of ideal SFS reconstructions, 5 developing the concept of the visual hull. 6 The visual hull of an object is the largest object that will yield the same silhouettes as those from the original object from any view. It is the visual hull of an object that the SFS technique actually attempts to reconstruct. Research has also been conducted into algorithms for generating an octree, the 3D analogy of a quadtree, of an SFS reconstruction. [7] [8] [9] New models have been developed specifically for efficient SFS reconstruction, 10 while other variations on the SFS ap-proach itself have also been studied. 11, 12 For this paper, however, the basic SFS method along with the simplest 3D data structure (voxel occupancy) is sufficient. Voxel occupancy is a simple binary labeling of each voxel in the reconstruction to indicate whether or not the target occupies that space.
Throughout the body of literature on the SFS technique, little emphasis has been placed on methods to obtain silhouettes from raw image data. Silhouette generation can be considered an image segmentation problem, which has a rich body of literature outside the SFS framework. For example, basic probabilistic methods might involve steps like Wiener filtering and thresholding. More ad hoc methods might include the use of active contours such as snakes 13, 14 or deformable templates. 15 The segmentation problem has also been reformulated as an energy minimization problem. 16 The use of Markov random fields (MRFs) has been studied in this context as well, for example in synthetic aperture radar images 17 and in sonar images. 18 Often the major drawback of MRF-based methods is the required computational complexity. One attempt to reduce this complexity involved a tree-structured MRF model. 16 Here we develop a factor graph model and use the sum-product algorithm to obtain the segmented images.
An alternative to the formation of silhouettes and the use of the SFS technique is a direct 3D reconstruction based on the raw images. Since the formation of silhouettes can be error prone, one might expect that avoiding this step could lead to better reconstructions. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to directly formulate such a reconstruction. One method formulates it as an energy minimization problem that can be solved efficiently with graphical techniques. 19 In the second approach of this paper, the voxels of the reconstruction are modeled in a factor graph on which the sum-product algorithm operates to yield the reconstructed object.
In this paper, we consider the following image model that can be applied to LIDAR images. Let x͓n 1 , n 2 ͔, (n 1 , n 2 ) I, be a silhouette of an object corresponding to a particular viewing position, where I Z 2 is an indexing set of the image pixels. We model x͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ as a random sequence with statistics that will be specified in Section 3. Let h͓n 1 , n 2 ͔, (n 1 , n 2 ) Z 2 , be the impulse response of a 2D linear shift-invariant filter, and let w͓n 1 , n 2 ͔, (n 1 , n 2 ) I, be a 2D white-noise random sequence that is independent of x͓n 1 , n 2 ͔. We model an observed image as
where ** denotes 2D convolution. While the algorithms will be developed for this general model, we more precisely define h͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ as a 2D Gaussian-shaped pulse and w͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ as a stationary white Gaussian random sequence when modeling LIDAR images of a submerged object. The LIDAR returns are perhaps better modeled as nonstationary linear combinations of Poisson processes. However, since we are operating in a high-energy regime, the Poisson returns are well modeled as Gaussian. Also, by collecting returns over a sufficient period of time, we can average out the nonstationary effects of the ocean surface and objects within the ocean. The additional averaging of images separated in time can further improve this approximation. Finally, while modeling the linear combination as a Gaussian-shaped blur is certainly a simplifying approximation to more complex data models, [20] [21] [22] [23] the resulting model is adequate for this paper. In addition to applying the algorithms presented in this paper to simulated data, we also demonstrate the techniques on real LIDAR data collected during a recent experiment. This experiment, conducted at Scripps Pier, San Diego, California, consisted of using a pulsed LIDAR system to illuminate an object that was suspended from a boom that hung over the edge of a pier and collecting the LIDAR returns with a gated intensified charge-coupled device camera. Figure 1 describes the experiment; Fig.  1(a) is a diagram of the experimental setup, and Fig. 1(b) is a digital photograph of the object used in the experiment. The body of the object was a cylinder measuring approximately 1.5 m in length and approximately 0.9 m in diameter, and the arms of the object extended approximately 0.6 m from the body. The object could be raised above the water and lowered to depths as great as 20 ft below the surface. Furthermore, if the boom was swung outward and the LIDAR imaging system moved along the edge of the pier, a variety of elevation angles from the object to the camera could be obtained. Finally, by rotating the object on its vertical axis, one could image it from any horizontal direction. Both reflection images and shadow images were captured while the above parameters were varied, yielding a diverse set of data.
The remainder of this paper is divided as follows. A brief introduction to factor graphs and the sum-product algorithm is provided in Section 2. Section 3 develops the factor graph models for both the image segmentation problem and the 3D volume reconstruction problem. In Section 4, segmentation and reconstruction results based on both simulated images and real LIDAR images are presented and discussed. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
BACKGROUND
A factor graph is a relatively new concept that is closely related to Bayesian networks and MRFs. 24 Here we present a brief introduction to factor graphs, as they are applied in this paper, based largely on the notation presented in Ref. 24 , which can be consulted for a more indepth discussion.
Given a function of several variables, one is often interested in finding the marginal functions of a subset of the variables. When the original ''global'' function factors into several ''local'' functions, each of a subset of the variables, factor graphs can be a useful tool in finding the desired marginals. Indeed, they have been used in such applications as iterative decoding of error correction codes 25 and phase unwrapping 26 and will be the basis for the techniques developed in this paper.
Let f(x 1 , x 2 ,...,x n ) be a function such that
where Q is a collection of subsets of ͕x 1 , x 2 ,..., x n ͖, and, for each element X, g X (X) is a function of the elements of subset X. (Throughout this paper, the notation of a function with a set as an argument indicates a function of the variables in the set.) A factor graph G ϭ (V, E) is an undirected bipartite graph that depicts the structure in Eq.
(2), where
A node corresponding to one of the variables is known as a variable node, whereas a node corresponding to one of the local functions is known as a function node. As a means of distinguishing between variable nodes and function nodes in a graphical depiction, the former are often drawn as open circles and the latter are often drawn as dots. Note that it is common notation to ignore the distinction between a node and its corresponding variable or function, as context should make the meaning clear.
The utility of representing a function in a factor graph lies in the efficiency of the sum-product algorithm, which operates on a factor graph to produce marginal functions. This algorithm is often formulated as a message-passing scheme in which messages are passed along the edges of a factor graph. These messages are functions of the variable associated with the variable node from which or to which the message is being passed. Algorithmically, this requires the storage of a set of parameters of the message. In the case of binary variables, the parameters can simply be the values of the message corresponding to the two states of the variable.
Let n 1 →n 2 denote the message passed from node n 1 to node n 2 . Then a message being sent along an edge from a variable node x to a function node g takes the form
and a message being sent along an edge from a function node g to a variable node x takes the form
where N(x) is the set of neighbors of x, X is the set of arguments of the function g, and ͚ ϳ͕x͖ indicates the summation over all configurations of variables other than x.
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The sum-product algorithm proceeds by passing messages formed according to Eqs. (3) and (4), initialized by sending the unity message from each variable node. There is freedom in choosing the message-passing schedule, but perhaps the simplest, which is used in this paper, involves global updates. During each iteration, all messages from every function node are sent, and then all messages from every variable node are sent.
For cycle-free factor graphs, messages will cease to change after a finite number of iterations, signaling the termination of the algorithm. The marginal function for each variable is then given by the product of all incoming messages to the corresponding variable node.
On graphs with cycles, convergence is guaranteed for only certain types of graphs, such as those with only a single cycle. 27 As a result, termination criteria are often employed, such as when a chosen number of iterations is attained or when the sequence of updates leaving each node satisfies a chosen convergence metric. As in the case of graphs without cycles, the desired output function of each variable is taken as the product of the incoming messages to the corresponding variable node. However, in this case, the resulting functions are only approximations to the true marginal functions. Despite these additional complexities when dealing with graphs with cycles, good results can be obtained in many instances. 24 
FACTOR GRAPH MODELS
A. Image Segmentation In this section, a factor graph model is developed for the segmentation of images that can be modeled according to Eq. (1). For any image x͓n 1 , n 2 ͔, (n 1 , n 2 ) I, let x i, j ϭ x͓i, j͔, (i, j) I, and let x be a vector containing each pixel x i, j , (i, j) I, in a fixed order. The factor graph model will depict a factorization of the conditional probability distribution f(x͉y) of the underlying silhouette pixels x given the observed image pixels y. We have
where Z is a normalization constant depending only on the observation y. We examine the further factorization of the two terms f(x) and f(y͉x) separately. The silhouettes that we consider are of connected objects that are large relative to the size of a pixel. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that a silhouette pixel is conditionally independent of all nonneighboring pixels given its nine neighboring pixels. For example, given that all of the neighbors of a silhouette pixel are part of the shadow region, then clearly that pixel is highly likely to also be part of the shadow region, independent of all other pixels in the image. Hence we assume that x forms an MRF. Provided that the joint probability distribution f(x) is strictly positive, the Hammersley-Clifford Theorem then states that f(x) factors according to
where
͔ T are vectors containing 2 ϫ 2 groups of neighboring pixels and ZЈ is a normalization constant. 28 [When the limits of a summation or a product are omitted, as in Eq. (6), it is assumed that the corresponding operation is performed over the largest set of values such that the terms of the operation are well defined.] So, in summary, we assume that a desirable distribution can be obtained as a product of only local potential functions i, j .
One can ascertain some desired properties of the potential functions from the constraints of the problem. Considering that the object being imaged may appear anywhere in the image and at any orientation, it is reasonable to assume that the potential functions are all spatially and rotationally invariant, so that i, j ( • ) ϭ ( • ) for all i and j. Note that the potential is a function of four neighboring binary-valued pixels. So for each of the 16 possible pixel configurations, a value must be assigned to the potential. Increasing one of these values relative to the others models an increased probability that the corresponding configuration appears throughout the silhouette. Since the object being imaged is assumed to be connected and large relative to a pixel, it is clear that certain pixel configurations should appear often while others should almost never appear. In particular, the configurations in which all the pixels are inside the shadow or all the pixels are outside the shadow should by far be the most likely. Meanwhile, configurations in which the pixels on one diagonal are of one value and the pixels on the other diagonal are of the opposite value should practically never appear in the silhouette, as this would violate the assumption concerning the size and the connectedness of the object. Note, however, that even in this case the value of the potential function should not be set to zero for numerical reasons related to the sumproduct algorithm, to satisfy the strict positivity condition of the Hammersley-Clifford Theorem, and to permit highly unlikely, but possible, image configurations. As such, a small nonzero value should be used. The remaining configurations occur on the border of the shadow region and should result in potential function values somewhere between those of the first two cases considered.
Given the above guidelines for choosing the potential functions, a reasonable model can be obtained. Further guidance can be found by examining the relative frequency of the various pixel configurations in simulated silhouettes similar to those expected from real data. Though there is not necessarily any direct relationship between the true probability distribution of the pixel configurations and the potentials, it is reasonable to assume that they will be qualitatively similar. In fact, distributions can be constructed such that they are indeed similar. Finally, the potential functions can be further refined empirically.
The potential function used throughout this paper is given by
. (7) The values of 1000 and 10 were chosen because there was a difference of approximately 2 orders of magnitude in the frequency of the corresponding pixel configuration in a simulated silhouette. The third set of pixel configurations did not appear in the simulated silhouette, but for reasons discussed above, the relatively small but nonzero value of unity was chosen for the potential function. We reiterate that the above potential functions were developed based on a priori assumptions concerning the location, the size, and the connectedness of desired silhouettes. If any of these assumptions is violated, a degraded performance should be expected if the potential functions are not modified to emphasize the characteristics of the particular silhouettes of interest. Now we examine the factorization of f(y͉x). First, we note that since each observation pixel is modeled as a linear combination of the elements of x in additive white noise, it is clear that the observations are conditionally independent of each other given x. Furthermore, depending on the particular blur function that generated the observed image, each observed pixel might directly depend on only a few silhouette pixels. More precisely, let X i, j denote the smallest set of silhouette pixels such that the observation y i, j is conditionally independent of all other silhouette pixels given X i, j . This set can easily be determined by locating the nonzero values of the impulse response of the blurring filter h͓n 1 , n 2 ͔. Then
So our image segmentation technique proceeds by applying the sum-product algorithm to the factor graph that depicts the factorization
yielding an approximation of the marginal distributions f(x i, j ͉y). Choosing the most likely value for each x i, j , conditioned on the observations y, is then one method for obtaining an estimate of the desired segmented image. In actuality, the normalization constant ZЉ is ignored in the factor graph model, since it is not easily computed and does not have an effect on the final result.
Note that when we perform image segmentation using MRFs, a factorization of the conditional probability distribution similar to that of Eq. (9) might arise. 29 However, the MRF framework has led to algorithms other than the one proposed in this paper. For example, the segmentation was performed in Ref. 29 with a dynamic programming approach. When various forms of belief propagation have been used for segmentation, they have been applied to different formulations of the image segmentation problem (e.g., Ref. 30) .
Next, we illustrate the factor graph model with a few examples. First, suppose that no blurring was introduced into the observed image; i.e., h͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ is a (possibly scaled) unit impulse function a␦͓n 1 , n 2 ͔. Then X i, j ϭ ͕x i, j ͖, resulting in the factor graph depicted in Fig.   2(a) , where the notation f y i, j (x i, j ) ϭ f( y i, j ͉x i, j ) is used to emphasize that f is treated as a function of x i, j parameterized by the corresponding observation y i, j .
For the LIDAR images, an observed pixel, given the corresponding silhouette pixel, can be modeled as being normally distributed with a mean that depends on the value of the silhouette pixel. This suggests the following probability distribution:
where 0 and 1 are the conditional means of an observed pixel outside and inside the shadow region, respectively, and 2 is the variance of the noise. Each of these parameters can be estimated from the observed images.
As another example, suppose that before being corrupted by zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise of constant variance 2 , the silhouette image is first blurred by a small 2 ϫ 2 filter with filter taps a ϭ ͓a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 ͔ T , so that an observed pixel can be written as y i, j ϭ a
͖, suggesting the factor graph of Fig. 2(b) . Clearly, y i, j , given x i, j , is normally distributed with a conditional mean of a T x i, j and a variance of 2 . Hence we obtain
Often the blur function that degrades an image has a region of support much larger than 2 ϫ 2 pixels. Clearly, the general model that we have developed could be used in such a case, resulting in a factor graph that is similar to that of the above 2 ϫ 2 case but that assumes that the observed pixel is a function of a larger set of silhouette pixels. While such a factor graph can be formed, a problem rapidly arises in the computational complexity of solving for the marginal distributions.
Consider
The final example to be considered attempts to account for a blur function that spans a larger area than the 2 ϫ 2 case but with the same order of complexity. This is accomplished by approximating the true blur function by one that has a few, possibly sparse, nonzero taps. For example, in all of our factor graph image segmentation results in which the true blur function is a 2D Gaussianshaped pulse, we use the approximate blur function depicted in Fig. 3 . In the case of a radially symmetric Gaussian pulse, we can set a 2 ϭ a 3 ϭ a 4 ϭ a 5 so that only two constants must be assigned. The development of the corresponding factor graph closely resembles that of the 2 ϫ 2 case and will not be described in detail. Note that, in general, any form for the approximate blur function can be used, but the complexity of applying the sum-product algorithm to the resulting factor graph increases exponentially with the number of nonzero taps.
B. Factor Graph Reconstruction
Here we present a factor graph model that can be used to reconstruct the shape of an object directly from its raw images. This method has two primary advantages over the SFS technique. First, it bypasses the error-prone image segmentation process, and second, it directly promotes smoothness and connectedness in the 3D reconstruction. The factor graph model will be developed here for the case of no blurring and will be a 3D analogy to the image segmentation model for unblurred images. For conciseness of presentation, we also assume that the noise w͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ is a stationary white Gaussian sequence, which, as discussed in Section 1, is consistent with our model for the LIDAR images.
Let v contain the voxels of the reconstruction. We first generate a vector of observations z i corresponding to each voxel v i from the observed images as follows. For each image, we first determine where the line of sight from the center of each voxel intersects the image. Then, to each voxel, we assign by nearest-neighbor interpolation a pixel value from the image. Combining the observation of voxel v i from each image yields the observed vector z i .
Note that this simple method of obtaining these observations is best suited for cases when the image and reconstruction resolutions are similar. More complicated methods, such as taking a weighted average of all pixels from which the corresponding line of sight passes through a particular voxel, can be used, but the nearest-neighbor interpolation appears to be adequate for this paper.
Similar to our approach in the image segmentation case, we consider the factorization
where z contains the observations z i for all i. Next, we analogously assume that f(v) factors as a product of local potential functions. The 3D generalization would be to consider local functions of the eight voxels in 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 2 blocks. While this would still result in a tractable problem, we choose instead to simplify the model by assuming that the potentials are functions only of each pair of adjacent voxels. The resulting model can be justified in a similar manner to that in the image segmentation model, i.e., by considering the conditional independence of a voxel and its non-adjacent voxels given its adjacent voxels and then applying the Hammersley-Clifford Theorem. By examining the ratio of combinations of neighboring voxels in a simulated object and then adjusting the result for symmetry, one can reasonably approximate the potential functions. Based on such a ratio, we chose to use for the results in this paper the following as the potential function for a voxel v i and one of its neighbors v j :
where k Ϸ 500. The same caveat concerning the applicability of the potential function used in the image segmentation factor graph also applies to the potential function here. In particular, if the objects of interest are not expected to be connected and large relative to the size of a voxel, then it might be necessary to adjust the potential function to more accurately reflect the expected properties. Now, to factor the conditional distribution f(z͉v), we first note that since the observations z i, j , i.e., the components of the vectors z i , are deterministic functions of v in white noise, they are conditionally independent of each other given v. We further assume that each z i, j is conditionally independent of all other voxels given the corresponding voxel v i . Hence
Note that the conditional independence assumption that was applied in the second line of Eq. (14) is not always valid. It is true that an observation, given the voxels that lie along the corresponding line of sight, is conditionally independent of all other voxels. However, the observation is clearly a function of all voxels along the line of sight. Furthermore, the quality of the resulting approximation f(z i, j ͉v) Ϸ f(z i, j ͉v i ) depends on the distance from voxel v i to the object. For voxels within the object, the approximation is exact, since in this case z i, j is a noisy version of the shadow of the object, independent of the rest of the voxels. For voxels a great distance from the object, observations corresponding to most viewing positions will be a noisy version of the nonshadow of the object, assuming that viewing positions are chosen uniformly from around the object. Hence the approximation in this case is accurate. As voxels approach the object, however, the approximation degrades.
This observation suggests two methods to help ensure the accuracy of the observation model. First, the factors f(z i, j ͉v i ) in Eq. (14) might be replaced with f(z i, j ͉v i, j ), where v i, j is a vector containing voxel v i and some set of voxels next to v i along the line of sight corresponding to the observation z i, j . This added conditioning would result in an exact distribution for voxels near the object, where the original approximation was poorest. The region where this alteration would have an effect depends on the size of the vector v i, j . However, the complexity of the resulting algorithm would grow exponentially with this size. Hence a trade-off between performance and complexity results. In this paper, we choose to apply a different method. In particular, since our assumption of conditional independence is poorest near the object, we choose the function f(z i, j ͉v i ) to most accurately reflect the conditional distribution of observations of voxels in this region. This results in a less accurate observation model of voxels far from the object, but the portion of the factor graph that models the distribution of f(v) should sufficiently reinforce the connectedness of the object to ensure that proper decisions are made.
To determine f(z i, j ͉v i ), we first note that when v i is part of the object (v i ϭ 1), then the observation is a noisy version of the shadow of the object. Hence we have that z i, j , given v i ϭ 1, is distributed normally with mean 1 and variance 2 that can be estimated from the shadow region of the images. When v i is not part of the object (v i ϭ 0), the distribution is not as simple. In this case, there is some probability p that every voxel along the line of sight of the observation will also not be part of the object, resulting in a noisy version of the nonshadow of the object. On the other hand, there is a probability 1 Ϫ p that at least one other voxel along the line of sight will be part of the object, resulting in a noisy observation of the shadow of the object. So the resulting distribution conditioned on v i ϭ 0 will be a mixture of Gaussians of the form (15) where 0 can be estimated from the observed images as the mean of the nonshadow region.
As discussed above, we choose the value of p to most accurately model the conditional distribution f(z i, j ͉v i ) corresponding to voxels near the surface of the object. Based on observations of a simulated object from a small set of viewing positions, we estimated the value of p to be approximately 0.25 for voxels adjacent to the object. We also analytically calculated an estimate of p based on a sphere of the same approximate size as that of the objects that we expect to reconstruct. In this case, we found that if a point is chosen uniformly from within a distance of one voxel from the surface of the sphere and a viewing position is chosen uniformly from around the object, then the probability that the point will be occluded by the sphere is approximately 0.2. All of the factor graph models in this paper use the value of p ϭ 0.2.
We have now fully described a factorization of the distribution f(v͉z). Applying the sum-product algorithm to the corresponding factor graph yields approximations to the marginal distributions. Choosing the most likely value for each voxel conditioned on the observations is the method that we employ for obtaining the final reconstruction.
While the factor graph model developed here was designed for unblurred images, there is no reason that it cannot be applied to blurred images as well. Certainly more complex factor graph models could be used in such cases, but it will be seen that the above model produces good results despite its lack of a direct mechanism to compensate for such blurring.
RESULTS

A. Simulations
Here we examine the performance of both factor graph methods on simulated data.
A set of eight 512 ϫ 512-pixel silhouettes was produced from the simulated target shown in Fig. 4 . Then three sets of blurred images were produced by filtering the silhouettes with one of the following functions. In the no blur (NB) case, a unit impulse function was used, whereas in the sparse blur (SB) case, a function of the form shown in Fig. 3 was used with a i ϭ 0.2 for all i. Finally, in the Gaussian blur (GB) case, we used a 2D Gaussian pulse
where 2 ϭ 50 and Z is a normalization constant. The resulting images were then corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise to obtain data sets with signalto-noise ratios (SNRs) that varied in 5-dB increments from Ϫ30 dB to 20 dB. We define the SNR as SNR ϭ 10 log 10 ( p 2 / w 2 ), where p 2 is the variance of the pixels in the filtered image before the addition of noise and w 2 is the variance of the noise. Fig. 4 . Simulated target.
Methods
For each simulation case, an appropriate factor graph model was used to segment the images. In both the NB and SB cases, the model implemented the exact impulse response of the blurring filter. In the GB case, however, we approximated the blur function in the model as the function depicted in Fig. 3 with a 1 ϭ 0.6 and a 2 ϭ a 3 ϭ a 4 ϭ a 5 ϭ 0.1. These factor graph methods will be labeled FG.
Three additional image segmentation methods were applied. The first was a heuristic method (H) that consisted of the following steps. We thresholded the images, ignoring any blurring, by using the Bayes decision rule for equal priors. Since the noise variance is constant throughout each image, the threshold level is simply 1 2 ( 0 ϩ 1 ), where 0 and 1 are the conditional means of the observed pixels outside and inside the shadow region, respectively. Because of the blurring, the edges of the shadow region were not well defined in the resulting silhouettes. To compensate, we considered the denseness of shadow pixels in a 5 ϫ 5-pixel region about each pixel in the silhouette. If this density was greater than 0.5, then the center pixel was labeled as part of the shadow; otherwise it was labeled as not part of the shadow. Finally, since the target was expected to be large relative to the size of a pixel, it was clear that small ''islands'' of pixels of one type surrounded by pixels of the opposite type must have been mislabeled. A search for such occurrences was conducted, and the pixels corrected.
The second image segmentation method relied on Wiener filtering the output image and is termed the WF method. Let x͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ be the original silhouette, let y͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ be the observed image, and let H( 1 , 2 ) be the frequency response of the blur function. Then, for zero-mean images, the Wiener filter G( 1 , 2 ) gives
2 ͖ is minimized, where g͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ is the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform of G( 1 , 2 ) and E denotes expectation. (Nonzero means can be handled by subtracting the mean of the observed pixels from the observed image before processing it and then by adding the mean of the silhouette pixels to the resulting estimate x .) The filter can be written as
where S xy is the cross spectral density of the silhouette and observed images, S yy is the power spectral density of the observed image, and 2 is the variance of the noise. 31 The actual power spectral density, however, was not known, so it was estimated by smoothing the periodogram of the image. However, since we cannot guarantee that Ŝ yy Ϸ 2 when H( 1 , 2 ) Ϸ 0, this estimate of the filter might deviate substantially from the true Wiener filter at these frequencies. To limit this distortion, we replaced the function H( 1 , 2 ) in Eq. (18) with
where ␥ was chosen to minimize ͚ n 1 ,n 2 (x͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ Ϫ x ͓n 1 , n 2 ͔) 2 . 31 Of course, in a real setting, one would have to choose ␥ blindly, since the original silhouette would not be available for this optimization. The resulting images were thresholded to obtain the final result.
The final method involved finding the optimal 11 ϫ 11 impulse response g͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ that minimizes
assuming that the images are zero mean. (Nonzero means can be handled as in the WF method.) This optimization was performed by using the true silhouette x͓n 1 , n 2 ͔ and hence cannot actually be implemented in a real setting. So the performance of this method should be considered a bound on that of any similar technique. After filtering the observed image with g͓n 1 , n 2 ͔, we thresholded the result to obtain the final silhouette. Since this method involved finding the deterministic least-squares filter, it is termed the LS method. The silhouettes obtained from the above methods were combined with the SFS technique to obtain reconstructions to compare with the factor graph reconstruction method, which is labeled FG3D. For an additional comparison, an energy minimization reconstruction (EMR) was also employed that uses the raw observation images to reconstruct the shape of the target. 19 This approach formulates the reconstruction as an energy minimization problem that can be solved with graphical techniques. As in the FG3D reconstructions, we derive a set of observations z i for each voxel v i from the image data. Graph cuts are then used to minimize an energy function of a particular form over all voxel labelings. In this paper, the following empirically chosen energy function is used:
and round(x) is the nearest integer to x. Details of this algorithm can be found in Ref. 19 .
Simulation Results
Figures 5-7 detail the performance of the various image segmentation methods on the simulated data. Figure 5 describes the results of the NB case, Fig. 6 describes the results of the SB case, and Fig. 7 describes the results of the GB case. Each figure consists of three plots that display the probability of mislabeling a pixel in a particular region of the image. This error probability P e is the ratio of mislabeled pixels to total number of pixels considered and is given as a function of SNR. The first plot in each figure gives P e for all of the pixels in the image. The second plot gives P e for only those pixels that are at least 6 pixels from the nearest edge of the shadow region of the true silhouette, while the third plot
gives P e for those pixels that lie within 6 pixels of the nearest edge. We chose these regions because they divide where the blurring in the blurred images appeared visually to have and to not have a significant effect on the observed pixel values. The error probability is divided in this manner because its behavior in these two regions differs dramatically, and errors in each region can have different effects on resulting SFS reconstructions. The regions away from the edge of the shadow region are much easier to properly label, and errors in this region can result in degraded 3D reconstructions, since holes might be punched through the reconstruction. Meanwhile, regions on the edge of the shadow are much harder to correctly label but are not as vital to obtaining decent reconstructions.
To yield high-quality reconstructions, however, even these pixels must be correctly labeled.
The figures clearly show that the image segmentation factor graph models outperform the other methods by as much as 10 dB. The only instance where the factor graph method fails is in the GB case at high SNR. Considering that this does not occur in the SB case, we conclude that it is largely the result of approximating the Gaussian blur function as a simple five-tap filter. To mitigate the effects of this approximation error, we also simulated the factor graph algorithm in the GB case at high SNR with a factor graph model that assumes a constant SNR of Ϫ10 dB. In effect, we are modeling the filter approximation error as an additional source of additive white Gaussian noise. The resulting plot is also shown in Fig. 7 and is labeled FG2. A significant improvement is evident that makes the factor graph method competitive with the other algorithms. Figure 8 shows the 3D shape reconstruction performance for each simulation case. Similar to the image segmentation plots, the error probability, given by the ratio of mislabeled voxels to total voxels, is shown as a function of SNR. Comparing the factor graph SFS (FG-SFS) results with the other image segmentation SFS results shows that, again, the factor graph method outperforms the others in all cases. Note that each of these methods reaches an error floor at high SNR because the SFS technique reconstructs the largest volume that is consistent with the given silhouettes. It was verifed that even with ideal silhouettes, better performance could not be attained.
Examining the direct reconstruction methods reveals that the EMR method can give the best results in some instances but does not usually outperform the FG-SFS or FG3D method. Meanwhile, the FG3D method most consistently outperforms all other methods. Only in a few cases does the FG-SFS, EMR, or LS-SFS method give better results.
Note that some care must be taken in comparing the direct reconstruction results and the SFS results. If no assumptions are made about the target, then there are an infinite number of objects that could have generated the ideal silhouettes used in the simulation. At high SNR, the FG3D and EMR methods would have undoubtedly performed worse than the other methods for some of these objects. However, since the actual target was quite rounded, the smoothness that the FG3D and EMR methods promoted resulted in better reconstructions. Hence the choice between an SFS technique and a direct reconstruction technique might depend on what is assumed about the target to be reconstructed.
B. Real Data
In this subsection, we demonstrate the performance of the factor graph methods on real LIDAR data. Since a quantitative measure of the performance was not available, we instead show actual segmented images and reconstructions and comment qualitatively on the results. Recall that two types of LIDAR images are available: reflection images and shadow images. Because of the high quality of the reflection images when the target was suspended in air, these images will be used in addition to the shadow images of the submerged target.
Image Segmentation Results
The formation of silhouettes is first demonstrated on the representative in-air image in Fig. 9(a) . The silhouettes that resulted from the application of the WF method and the factor graph method are shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), respectively. Because the target was suspended in air, there was no detectable blurring in the image, suggesting the use of the factor graph model depicted in Fig. 2(a) .
As one might expect, the high quality of the raw image resulted in high-quality silhouettes regardless of which method was used. However, a few errors are apparent in the WF segmentation near the edges of the shadow region. One factor that may have contributed to these errors is that the images are not exactly of the assumed form. In particular, our image model dictates that the values of all of the pixels in the region that the target occupies should be distributed normally with the same mean. Inspection of the image reveals that this is not the case, as the mean intensity of the pixels appears to vary across the image and is probably related to the orientation of the corresponding surfaces. Hence the quality of the silhouette based on the factor graph model demonstrates a degree of robustness of the technique to model inaccuracies.
Next, silhouettes based on a representative timeaveraged submerged shadow image are shown. Figure  10 (a) shows the result of taking the pixel-by-pixel median of five time-adjacent shadow images. This averaging was performed to lessen the effect of ocean waves on the image, since these ocean waves result in a time-varying and spatially varying filter for which none of the techniques previously discussed has a direct mechanism to compensate. The resulting averaged image had an estimated SNR of approximately 5 dB.
The scattering effects of the water are often modeled as a large Gaussian blurring of the image. Again, we ap- proximate the Gaussian blur in the factor graph model with the function shown in Fig. 3 , where a 1 ϭ 0.6 and a 2 ϭ a 3 ϭ a 4 ϭ a 5 ϭ 0.1. Also, as in the GB simulation at high SNR, we attempt to reduce the effect of the filter approximation error in the factor graph model by assuming a lower SNR than was actually estimated from the images. Figures 10(b) and 10(c) show the silhouettes that resulted from the use of the WF method and the factor graph method, respectively, on the averaged image.
First, note that the edges of the silhouette derived from the factor graph method are much smoother and more well defined than the edges in the silhouette from the WF method. Perhaps a more apparent observation is that the effects of the water degrade the quality of the silhouettes from both techniques. This is most evident in the inability of either technique to detect the deep internal corners of the true silhouette. While it is true that these errors could be corrected during the SFS reconstruction if another silhouette indicates the presence of these deep corners, this is unlikely. There is no reason to believe that any of the other silhouettes based on the shadow images would not suffer from the same defect. There are two probable causes for this error. First, the models used simply might not adequately account for the blurring induced by the water. Second, since the target was constantly being rotated throughout the experiment to obtain images from a diverse set of viewpoints, the target might have rotated a significant amount in the time span of five images. In this case, averaging the five images would result in an additional rotational blurring that is not accounted for.
Reconstructions
In this subsection, several 3D reconstructions of the experimental LIDAR target are presented. Two points should be made concerning all of the reconstructions. First, to perform any reconstruction, one must have detailed information for each image about the location and the orientation of the imaging system with respect to the target. While some measurements were taken during the imaging experiment, such as the elevation angle of the system, other measurements were not. To estimate these unknown quantities from the images, we used knowledge of the shape of the target. In a more general setting, where the shape of the target is not known a priori, more attention to acquiring the necessary measurements or more complex estimation techniques would be required. For example, as in some Navy LIDAR imaging systems, the ATD-111 system of BAE Systems employs a global positioning system and additional rate sensors and gyros to measure the location and the precise orientation of the imaging system, as well as the precise slant depth to the target, when each image is taken. Note that we used a priori knowledge of the target shape for the sole purpose of estimating camera position and that this should not affect the evaluation of the results, since all of the techniques discussed in this paper assume that the camera position is known.
The second point is that the range of elevation angles from which the experimental target could be imaged was inherently limited by the experimental setup. When the target is submerged, the imaging system must be sufficiently elevated for the laser to adequately penetrate the surface. The reconstructions shown here are all based on images taken from elevation angles of at least 58°. The use of Snell's law to compensate for the refraction of light at the ocean surface gives effective elevation angles of at least 66.5°when the target was submerged. Since data are not available from lower elevation angles, one would expect that any reconstruction is severely elongated in the vertical direction. This is indeed the case, as any view of a reconstruction from a low elevation will reveal.
The first reconstructions to be discussed are based on the eight in-air images, each from an elevation angle of 62°, shown in Fig. 11 . While the images were chosen so that a variety of views from around the target were represented, no effort was made to choose the ''best'' images. Figure 12 shows a WF-SFS reconstruction. While the general shape of the target is captured, the reconstruction lacks the smoothness present in the true object. Next, an FG-SFS reconstruction is presented in Fig. 13 . Just as the high quality of the original image resulted in highquality silhouettes, so did they result in a high-quality reconstruction. Next, Fig. 14 gives an FG3D reconstruction from the same set of data. Again, the reconstruction seems quite accurate. The smoothness that this method promotes is apparent both in the more cylindrical body and in the rounded corners. Hence we see a trade-off between the accuracy of the FG-SFS and FG3D reconstructions in these two areas. Figure 15 shows eight images that resulted from averaging each of eight groups of five time-adjacent submerged shadow images. Four of these groups were taken from an elevation of 76.1°, and the remaining four were taken from an elevation of 58°. The resulting averaged images were used to form silhouettes with the WF and FG methods as in the second LIDAR image segmentation example. The subsequent application of the SFS technique to the WF silhouettes yields the reconstruction shown in Fig. 16 . It is clear that the distortion of the ocean has led to a significant degradation in the quality of the reconstruction. In addition to lacking the appropriate smoothness, the technique also failed to reconstruct the corners of the object. The SFS reconstruction based on the FG silhouettes, shown in Fig. 17 , also displays these rounded corners. However, the FG-SFS reconstruction more accurately reconstructs the smooth surfaces of the target.
It should be noted that applying the SFS methods to the images without first averaging the groups results in worse reconstructions. The errors that are made in forming silhouettes from the original images corrupt the subsequent reconstruction to such an extent as to offset the benefit of additional silhouettes.
Finally, the data in the previous reconstruction were used in an FG3D reconstruction. The same 40 images were used, but unlike the SFS reconstructions, better results were obtained by not averaging the groups of timeadjacent images. The reconstruction based on the unaveraged images is shown in Fig. 18 and is clearly smoother and more rounded than the previous reconstructions. This certainly gives a more polished appearance, but unfortunately it does little to help distinguish the deep corners that were undetected in the previous reconstructions. Hence the FG-SFS and FG3D reconstructions appear comparable.
Despite the inaccuracies in the FG-SFS and FG3D reconstructions of the submerged target, the general 3D shape of the target has been captured in each. The reconstructions present more information than the individual LIDAR images, and hence such reconstructions might be of use in identifying an unknown target. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, two factor graph methods were examined that can be used in reconstructing the 3D shape of an object from a series of 2D images. The first reconstruction technique was based on an image segmentation method combined with the SFS technique. The second technique developed a factor graph model for the direct 3D reconstruction of a target from its raw images. The performance of these techniques was compared with that of other methods on simulated data and was demonstrated on actual LIDAR data.
The simulation results indicate the strength of the factor graph methods in many cases. The high quality of the silhouettes and the reconstructions based on the inair LIDAR data shows that the factor graph methods perform well on unblurred images. The degraded quality of the reconstructions based on submerged data suggests the possibility of improvement. The major obstacle in realizing this improvement is the limitation in the accuracy of the factor graph model imposed by the computational complexity of the sum-product algorithm. However, alternatives to the sum-product algorithm, such as the tree-based reparameterization algorithm, 32 have been developed. Hence it may be possible to develop a reduced complexity algorithm that will allow for the tractable use of more accurate factor graph models. 
